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E C O L O G Y

Soil warming increases the number of growing bacterial 
taxa but not their growth rates
Dennis Metze1,2*, Jörg Schnecker1, Coline Le Noir de Carlan3, Biplabi Bhattarai4,  
Erik Verbruggen3, Ivika Ostonen4, Ivan A. Janssens3, Bjarni D. Sigurdsson5, Bela Hausmann6,7, 
Christina Kaiser1, Andreas Richter1,8*

Soil microorganisms control the fate of soil organic carbon. Warming may accelerate their activities putting large 
carbon stocks at risk of decomposition. Existing knowledge about microbial responses to warming is based on 
community- level measurements, leaving the underlying mechanisms unexplored and hindering predictions. In a 
long- term soil warming experiment in a Subarctic grassland, we investigated how active populations of bacteria 
and archaea responded to elevated soil temperatures (+6°C) and the influence of plant roots, by measuring taxon- 
specific growth rates using quantitative stable isotope probing and 18O water vapor equilibration. Contrary to 
prior assumptions, increased community growth was associated with a greater number of active bacterial taxa 
rather than generally faster- growing populations. We also found that root presence enhanced bacterial growth at 
ambient temperatures but not at elevated temperatures, indicating a shift in plant- microbe interactions. Our re-
sults, thus, reveal a mechanism of how soil bacteria respond to warming that cannot be inferred from community- 
level measurements.

INTRODUCTION
One major challenge in climate change research is understanding its 
effects on the soil microbiome, which is crucial for global climate pro-
jections (1–3). Soil microorganisms are important climate regulators, 
governing carbon fluxes an order of magnitude larger than anthropo-
genic CO2 emissions (4, 5). Accelerated microbial activities due to 
warming might increase soil carbon losses and thereby exacerbate 
climate change. Carbon stocks in high- latitude soils are particularly 
vulnerable to microbial decomposition because the microbes inhabit-
ing them are often temperature- limited and tend to be more respon-
sive to warming (6, 7). Whether a soil microorganism becomes more 
active with warming depends on the complex interplay of many fac-
tors such as its genetic makeup, substrate availability (8, 9), or its 
interactions with plants and predators. Although accounting for mi-
crobial responses is important for improving predictions of soil car-
bon dynamics (3), many aspects remain elusive. Specifically, we lack 
an understanding of the physiological response of individual micro-
bial taxa to warming and have major knowledge gaps on how warm-
ing affects plant- microbe interactions (1, 2, 10–13).

Growth is the central component of a microorganism’s physiology 
and is closely linked to soil carbon fluxes (14–16). Growth is restricted 
to the active part of the soil microbial community. Despite constitut-
ing only a few percent of the total community (17), the active micro-
bial community is the main driver of soil carbon and nutrient cycling 

(11, 17, 18). Recent estimates suggest that growing microorganisms in 
soil account for >95% of the respiration of the entire community with 
growing cells being 1000 times more active than starved ones (19). 
Rising temperatures have a large impact on the physiological process-
es of soil microbes including their growth rates and, therefore, soil 
carbon fluxes.

Microbial growth in warmed soils has been predominantly mea-
sured at the total community level, aggregating over thousands of 
different populations. Growth responses to warming (measured as 
relative community growth; mass- specific growth) range from posi-
tive (9, 20), over neutral (9) to negative (20, 21) with seasonal varia-
tion. Short- term warming often accelerates microbial process rates. 
Over time, however, many of these rates tend to return to their initial 
state that is thought to be mediated by community shifts, substrate 
loss, or physiological acclimation (22–24). In a (Sub)Arctic grassland, 
which is also subject of this study, long- term warming has caused no-
table losses of soil carbon and nitrogen, resulting in a reduction of 
microbial biomass (8). While this did not affect microbial growth and 
respiration rates per unit of soil mass, rates of relative community 
growth and respiration per unit of microbial biomass (mass- specific) 
increased with temperature and stayed elevated even after more than 
50 years of warming. This was interpreted as a persistent acceleration 
of microbial activities without signs of thermal acclimation (8). In this 
system, warming caused a down- regulation of the microbial protein 
biosynthesis machinery that possibly freed energy available for accel-
erated activity (25). However, warming was also found to increase 
maintenance and respiratory costs (25, 26).

Community- aggregated measurements of growth and respiration 
are useful to indicate directions of warming responses. Nonetheless, 
they integrate more than thousands of microbial populations with 
varying growth and carbon use characteristics (27), which hampers 
their capacity to detect underlying microbial mechanisms. Detecting 
these mechanisms is crucial to comprehend the dynamic processes 
that underlie microbial warming responses and is needed to improve 
their prediction. Quantitative stable isotope probing (qSIP) using 18O 
water can hereby be a powerful tool because it allows estimating 
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growth rates of individual microbial populations based on the incor-
poration of 18O into microbial DNA (28). qSIP can be used to quan-
tify the growth response of distinct microbial taxa to warming from 
which shifts in ecosystem- scale rates ultimately emerge. A recent im-
provement of this technique, vapor- SIP, allows us to label soil water 
without the addition of liquid water and, thus, enables us to estimate 
taxon- resolved microbial growth near in situ conditions (29).

Plants are another important factor affecting and controlling mi-
crobial activities by providing primary carbon resources through lit-
ter production and root exudates. Soil microorganisms that live in 
association with roots consume plant- derived carbon and show 
higher potential growth rates (30, 31). Climate change alters plant 
performance, including litter and exudate production and litter qual-
ity, with potential repercussions for the soil microbiome and the car-
bon cycle (32). For instance, warming can increase plant productivity, 
causing greater carbon allocation belowground and promoting mi-
crobial activities (33). On the other hand, warming can compromise 
plant performance, reducing rhizodeposition or inducing plant- 
microbe competition, for instance, when nitrogen is limiting (34). 
The effects of soil warming on roots seem to differ between ecosys-
tems. While warming has been reported to increase either fine root 
production or fine root biomass in a boreal peatland (35) and a 
mountainous forest (36), it has been found to reduce both in (Sub)
Arctic grasslands (37, 38). Fine root biomass is particularly impor-
tant for root- associated taxa because it determines the root surface 
where exudates are released. Warming might also affect root exudate 
quality and seasonality if it causes shifts in the plant community 
structure. Overall, indirect warming effects mediated by plants can 
have a strong impact on soil microorganisms. In some cases, these 
effects might be stronger than direct warming effects, especially if 
microbes are adapted to live in association with roots. However, it 
remains elusive how climate change shapes the direction of plant- 
microbe interactions (2, 12, 13).

To better understand the microbial warming response and more 
accurately predict microbial activities in a future climate, we need to 
look beyond community- aggregated growth estimates and acknowl-
edge that these activities emerge from a diverse set of active popula-
tions, shaped by direct and indirect warming effects. Studying them 
accordingly will allow us to scrutinize interpretations derived from 
community- aggregated measurements and might lead to deeper in-
sights into how soil microbes respond to warming.

Here, we investigated the impact of more than 50 years of natural 
geothermal soil warming on the growing populations of bacteria and 
archaea in a (Sub)Arctic grassland in Iceland. We also examined how 
their responses were shaped by indirect warming effects mediated by 
roots. We used water vapor equilibration 18O- qSIP (vapor- qSIP) to 
identify growing (hereafter, also, active) taxa of bacteria and archaea 
in soil and quantify their growth rates at ambient and elevated soil 
temperatures (+6°C). Root- ingrowth (1 mm mesh) and root- exclusion 
(30 μm mesh) cores were used to elucidate the impact of plants on 
microbial growth. We installed these cores in the field for 10 months 
and extracted them at peak vegetation season, along with an undis-
turbed soil core. Using these three soil core types, we aimed to disen-
tangle direct and indirect warming effects. We had three primary 
objectives. First, we aimed to decipher the growth patterns of indi-
vidual bacterial and archaeal populations following long- term warm-
ing and compare them to community- level estimates. Second, we 
aimed to investigate how the presence of roots affected their growth 
patterns and whether plant- microbe interactions changed under 

long- term warmed conditions, particularly considering previously 
reported decreases in fine root biomass and production. Third, we 
aimed to examine whether taxa of the same genus or family showed 
similar growth responses to warming and root presence, possibly elu-
cidating group- specific traits.

RESULTS
Soil carbon and nitrogen are lost with long- term warming 
while relative community growth increases
We took three different soil cores (undisturbed, root ingrowth, and 
root exclusion) across four replicated temperature gradients in a long- 
term warmed (Sub)Arctic grassland (fig. S1) to differentiate between 
direct warming effects (undisturbed) and indirect warming effects 
mediated by roots (root ingrowth and root exclusion) on soil biogeo-
chemical and microbial parameters (Fig.  1A). Long- term warming 
(+6°C) altered soil carbon and nitrogen pools, soil water content, 
relative community growth rates, and extracellular enzyme activities. 
Long- term warming reduced the concentrations of soil carbon 
(Fig. 1B) and soil nitrogen (table S1; t = 2.56, df = 21.9, P = 0.017) by 
18 and 19%, respectively, and decreased volumetric water content 
from 41  ±  3% (means  ±  SD) to 36  ±  4% (t  =  3.35, df  =  21.8, 
P  =  0.0028). Warming and root presence increased exoglucanase 
(Warming: F = 8.8, P = 0.01; Coreroot presence/absence: F = 5.7, P = 0.033) 
and exochitinase activities (Warming: F = 21.5, P < 0.001; Coreroot 

presence/absence: F = 4.6, P = 0.05) but did not affect phosphatase and 
protease activities. Measurements of more dynamic pools such as dis-
solved organic carbon and total dissolved nitrogen did not differ be-
tween cores and warming levels (table  S1). In addition, microbial 
biomass carbon and total 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene copy 
numbers did not significantly differ between warmed and control 
plots. However, relative community growth rates increased with 
warming (Fig. 1C), similar to previous reports. These microbial com-
munity growth rates were determined on the basis of the 18O enrich-
ment of the unfractionated DNA and, thus, inherently also included 
other microorganisms such as fungi. When averaging relative com-
munity growth across cores for each warming level, we found it to rise 
by 53% with long- term warming of 6°C.

Root effects on community composition are only captured 
when differentiating between active and inactive taxa
After 10 months of field incubations, the absence of roots did not affect 
total community composition estimated via amplicon sequencing. 
However, roots affected which members of the total community were 
active and growing. To compare the composition of total and growing 
communities of bacteria and archaea, we performed a principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA) using Euclidean distances based on amplicon 
sequence variant (ASV) absolute abundances (16S rRNA gene copies 
per ASV, centered log- transformed). Hereafter, the term “bacteria” is 
used to encompass both bacteria and archaea for brevity.

Long- term warming caused significant shifts in the composition 
of the total communities and rendered them more variable compared 
to ambient conditions (Fig. 2A). Root presence, however, did not af-
fect the composition of the total communities. This changed when 
subsetting total communities for their growing taxa. We found grow-
ing communities to be distinct in each treatment with roots and 
warming having significant effects on their composition (Fig. 2B). In 
contrast to the total communities, core type [= root presence; coeffi-
cient of determination (R2) = 0.26] and its interaction with warming 
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Fig. 1. Experimental design, soil carbon, and relative microbial community growth. (A) Soil samples were taken from four replicated temperature gradients (n = 4 
biological replicates) in a (Sub)Arctic grassland in iceland. this grassland experienced at least 50 years of soil warming established by natural geothermal activity. Root- 
ingrowth and root- exclusion cores were installed in situ for 10 months (October 2019 to August 2020) at two temperature levels (ambient temperatures and +6°c above 
ambient temperatures). We aimed to investigate how root presence or absence affects microbial growth under warmed conditions. While extracting the in situ installed 
cores, we also took a fresh soil core (hereafter, undisturbed core) to examine warming effects without the disturbances associated with core installation (e.g., soil extrac-
tion, mixing, and root/stone removal). Squares depict treatment colors used for graphs. (B) concentrations of soil carbon decreased with warming (t = 2.1, df = 18.3, 
*P = 0.049, n = 12), while (C) relative microbial community growth (mass- specific) increased (t = −2.5, df = 20.7, *P = 0.019, n = 12). the median is represented by the 
center line of the box, while the upper and lower quartiles are indicated by the box limits. the whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range; any outliers are shown 
as separate points. We used two- sided Student’s t tests to infer differences between warming levels.
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Fig. 2. Root effects are only captured when examining growing communities. PcA of total (A) and growing (B) bacterial and archaeal communities from fresh undis-
turbed soil cores (brown), root- ingrowth cores (mesh size, 1 mm, green), and root- exclusion cores (mesh size, 30 μm, pink). PcA was performed using euclidean dis-
tances on the basis of centered log ratio–transformed ASv absolute abundances [digital droplet PcR (ddPcR) inferred 16S rRnA gene copies multiplied by amplicon 
sequencing reads]. Absolute abundances were aggregated over the density fractions of each sample gradient. Statistics from two- way permutation- based multivariate 
analysis of variance (PeRMAnOvA; n = 4 biological replicates) are provided as inset panels (factors: Warmingambient/+6°c and coreundisturbed/root ingrowth/root exclusion). Pc, 
principal component.
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(R2 = 0.25) had a greater impact on the composition of the growing 
communities than warming alone (R2 = 0.15). The composition of the 
growing communities that formed in the absence of roots was par-
ticularly different from those cores where roots were present (undis-
turbed cores and root- ingrowth cores). Overall, this highlights that 
analyses only based on amplicon sequencing data without additional 
growth information were not able to capture root effects.

Long- term warming does not increase average bacterial 
growth rates but causes twice as many taxa to become active
To describe the general effects of long- term warming, we focused on 
samples from the undisturbed cores because they were not exposed to 
any disturbances connected to core installation. The number of grow-
ing taxa, their contribution to the total community, and their relative 
growth rates (RGRs) served as indicators for microbial shifts in re-
sponse to long- term warming. The number of growing ASVs (Fig. 3A) 
almost doubled with warming (ambient, 342  ±  32 ASVs; warmed, 
797 ± 115 ASVs; means ± SD), also increasing the percentage of the 
total community that was growing (Fig. 3B) from on average 1.6 to 
4.6%. The increase in the number of growing taxa was reflected across 
most major phyla but differed in extent (Fig. 3D). While Actinobacte-
riota, Bacteroidota, and Chloroflexi harbored twice as many growing 
taxa under long- term warming, there were almost three times as 
many Acidobacteriota and Proteobacteria. We found that many of 
these shifts were driven by specific families (fig. S2). For instance, the 
Xanthobacteraceae, a family of the Proteobacteria, showed a more 
than eight times higher richness of growing taxa at elevated tempera-
tures (fig.  S2). The Xanthobacteraceae was also responsible for a 
significantly larger proportion of community growth at higher tem-
peratures (fig. S3).

Despite higher microbial community growth (Fig. 1C), long- term 
warming did not accelerate average taxon- specific growth rates 
(Fig. 3C), so bacterial populations were generally not growing faster. 
This was supported by directly comparing RGRs of ASVs active at 
both temperatures that did not increase either (fig. S4B). If we included 
nongrowing taxa [atom percent excess (APE) 18O = 0] in these calcu-
lations, then average taxon- specific growth increased slightly but not 
significantly (fig. S4A). At the level of the whole bacterial community, 
we observed that the total and relative growth approximately doubled 
at higher temperatures (fig. S5, A and B). Although this increase was 
only significant for the relative growth (P  =  0.042), these bacterial 
community patterns corresponded to the rise in microbial commu-
nity growth (Fig. 1C) and the increase in the richness of growing bac-
terial taxa (Fig. 3A). Community growth correlated with the number 
of growing bacterial taxa (fig. S6). This held for the whole microbial 
community (R2 = 0.13, P = 0.082; fig. S6A) and the bacterial com-
munity (R2 = 0.81, P > 0.001; fig. S6A), albeit only significant for the 
latter. In addition, taxa that became only active with elevated tem-
peratures did not grow faster than populations exclusively active in 
ambient soils (fig. S7B).

Different bacterial taxa become dominant with 
long- term warming
Although average growth rates did not increase, individual taxa 
showed clear responses to warming. Because the contribution of soil 
microorganisms to biogeochemical processes is not only connected to 
their growth rates but also their abundance, we integrated both by 
calculating proportional 18O assimilation rates. Proportional 18O as-
similation (range, 0 to 1) is a relative value, expressing how much a 

single ASV contributes to the total growth of the active community. 
Hence, it can also be considered as the proportion of bacterial growth 
an ASV is responsible for.

At ambient temperatures, the top 20 ASVs based on their propor-
tional 18O assimilation accounted for 36 to 46% of the community 
growth (Fig.  4A). Most of these taxa lost their dominant role with 
long- term warming where they were only responsible for 3 to 11% of 
the community growth. Dominant growing taxa at ambient tempera-
tures belonged to the genera Collimonas, Flavisolibacter, Granulicella, 
Kitatospora, Pseudomonas, Puia, Streptoacidiphilus, Terracidiphilus, 
and Undibacterium, showing a high proportion of Bacteroidota. Three 
ASVs remained among the top 18O assimilators (Collimonas ASV 2, 
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Fig. 3. Warming increases the richness of growing taxa and their share of the 
total community but not their mean growth rates. number of unique growing 
ASvs (A), their proportion of the total community expressed as the share of 16S 
rRnA gene copies (B), mean taxon- level growth rates (C), and warming- induced 
relative changes in the number of growing taxa within major phyla (D). light- 
colored dots in (c) represent ASv- level growth rates from all replicates used to cal-
culate means (n = 4 biological replicates) and Ses (points, error bars). Points in (d) 
represent relative changes (0 = no change and 1 = increase by 100%) in the num-
ber of growing taxa per phylum including Ses. Bold colored points denote signifi-
cant shifts (Kruskal- Wallis test and false detection rate correction for multiple 
comparisons, n = 4) and transparent points nonsignificant (ns) ones. the vertical 
line depicts the mean of the reference treatment (undistributed core at ambient 
conditions) used to calculate relative changes. Asterisks [(A) ***P > 0.001, (B) *P = 
0.04] represent significant differences (n = 4) inferred by two- way AnOvA (factors: 
Warmingambient/+6°c and coreundisturbed/root ingrowth/root exclusion) followed by tukey 
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Kitatospora ASV 5, and Streptoacidiphilus ASV 10) even after long- 
term warming (bold ASV names, Fig. 4B). Their contribution to the 
total community’s growth was lower though and less consistent across 
replicates. Many top assimilatory taxa at elevated temperatures were 
uncharacterized members of the Acidobacteriota, which lacked taxo-
nomic assignment at the order level. Other ASVs belonged to the 
genera Bradyrhizobium, Mucilaginibacter, Puia, and the unclassified 
Acidobacteriota RB41. At higher temperatures, community growth 
was more evenly distributed among a larger number of taxa. The top 
20 ASVs accounted for less community growth than at ambient con-
ditions with only 15 to 41%. Under long- term warming, community 
growth generally comprised fewer dominant taxa, indicating a larger 
evenness across active taxa. For instance, more than twice as many 
taxa were required to account for 50% of the community growth in 
warmed plots [59 ± 25 ASVs (means ± SD); fig. S8] than at ambient 
temperatures (26 ± 5 ASVs).

Long- term warming alters root effects on bacterial growth
To disentangle how roots affect the growth of soil bacteria and ar-
chaea today and in a warmer climate, we installed root- ingrowth and 
root- exclusion cores in situ for 10 months. At ambient conditions, 

root presence accelerated growth rates on average ~2.3 times as com-
pared to root- exclusion cores [Fig. 5A; two- way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA); Warming: F  =  2.4, df  =  1, P  =  0.138; Core: F  =  8.85, 
df = 2, P = 0.002; Warming x Core: F = 10.98, df = 2, P = 0.0007]. In 
long- term warmed soils, however, this effect was lost (Fig.  5A). 
Warming significantly decreased RGRs in root inclusion cores, so 
they were indistinguishable from those estimated from root- exclusion 
cores (Fig. 5A). Most growing taxa were exclusively active in one spe-
cific core type, indicating a closer association with either roots or 
bulk soil (fig.  S9). We defined putative root–associated and bulk- 
soil–associated taxa as those exclusively growing in either the 
presence or absence of roots. We found that root- associated were 
growing faster than bulk- soil–associated taxa at ambient tempera-
tures, whereas this effect was not significant for shared taxa growing 
in both cores (fig. S7A). The two functional groups also differed in 
their warming response. Putative root–associated taxa showed a neg-
ative growth response to warming (fig. S7B) indicated by a decrease 
in mean growth rates (Fig.  5B). Putative bulk- soil–associated taxa 
responded to long- term warming in an opposite manner. Their mean 
growth rates either increased with warming (Fig. 5C) or remained 
constant (fig. S7B).
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Fig. 4. Different taxa become dominant contributors to the total community’s growth with long- term warming in undisturbed cores. heatmap showing taxa 
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biological replicates). Proportional 18O assimilation is calculated using recomputed relative abundances of only growing taxa (sum: relative abundancesgrowing taxa = 1) and 
their RGRs; it represents the contribution of an ASv to the total community’s growth. hence, it can also be considered as the proportion of bacterial growth an ASv is re-
sponsible for. ASvs were ranked on the basis their proportional 18O assimilation per replicate. After retaining the top 15 ASvs across all replicates per treatment (totalambi-

ent, 33 ASvs; totalwarmed, 39 ASvs), we visualized the top 20 ASvs using heatmaps. (A) top taxa at ambient temperatures; (B) top taxa under warming. Bubbles below each 
replicate show the cumulative growth summarized over all displayed ASvs. ASvs were only considered if they were growing in at least two samples per treatment. if genus 
or family identity could not be assigned (nA), then phylum names were provided.
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At ambient conditions, the richness of growing taxa in root- 
ingrowth cores was comparable to undisturbed cores (302  ±  106 
ASVs; fig.  S7) but lower than in root- exclusion cores (968  ±  88 
ASVs). Root- ingrowth cores responded to long- term warming with 
larger and more diverse growing communities, supporting our find-
ings from the undisturbed cores (fig. S10, A and B). In contrast, the 
diversity and size of growing communities in root- exclusion cores 
remained unchanged.

Members of the Chitinophagaceae profit from root presence
The growth of several taxa was influenced by the presence or ab-
sence of roots. On the basis of their proportional 18O assimilation, 
we observed specific ASVs from different genera to be linked with 
the presence roots such as Alkanindiges, Mucilaginibacter, Puia, and 
Cytophaga (fig. S11A). However, most of these taxa stopped growing 
at higher temperatures. Other taxa showed larger contributions to 
the community’s growth when roots were absent such as unclassi-
fied members of the Acidobacteriota, Micropepsaceae, and Xantho-
bacteraceae (fig. S11B). Few root- specific patterns could be observed 
at the family level (Fig. 6). We found that the top 18O- assimilating 
families accounted for similar amounts of community growth across 
both core types and warming levels, ranging between 42 and 72%. 
Only Chitinophagaceae and Streptomycetaceae members seemed to 
consistently profit from the presence of roots with significantly 
higher proportional growth as compared to root- exclusion cores 
(Fig. 6). In contrast, proportional 18O assimilation of the Nitroso-
monadaceae was larger in root- exclusion cores. Overall, although 
root association patterns were evident at the ASV level, they were 
not consistent at the family level, except for Chitinophagaceae and 
Streptomycetaceae.

DISCUSSION
High- latitude soils contain large carbon stocks that are vulnerable to 
being lost with warming due to accelerated microbial activities. Our 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms remains inadequate 
though, partly because microbial responses to climate change are of-
ten measured at an aggregated level, summing over the complexity of 
an entire community. Here, we disentangled the growth response of 
individual populations of active bacteria and archaea (hereafter, sum-
marized as bacteria) to more than 50 years of long- term soil warming 
(+6°C), also accounting for indirect warming effects mediated by 
roots. Our study demonstrates that accelerated community growth 
with warming is driven by a strong increase in the number of growing 
taxa, rather than by an increase in average bacterial growth rates, pro-
viding a different mechanistic explanation for the microbial warming 
response than inferred by community- aggregated measurements. We 
also show that root presence accelerates bacterial growth rates at am-
bient conditions, whereas this growth- promoting root effect is lost 
with long- term warming. Warming even seemed to decrease the 
growth rates of putative root–associated taxa. This indicates that, for 
some microbial groups, indirect warming effects may be stronger 
than direct ones, depending on their life history strategy.

In the (Sub)Arctic, long- term warming has been shown to persis-
tently increase relative microbial community growth and respiration 
(8). This was explained by a permanent acceleration of microbial ac-
tivities with no signs of thermal acclimation, defined as the return of 
microbial activities toward pre- warmed rates. We also observed high-
er microbial community growth rates (including fungi) in long- term 
warmed soils. For archaea and bacteria, however, the increase in com-
munity growth was not associated with generally faster- growing pop-
ulations. This contrasts the idea that warming just accelerates the 
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Fig. 5. Warming alters the effect of roots on bacterial and archaeal growth rates. Mean taxon- level RGRs of all taxa growing in root- ingrowth and root- exclusion 
cores at ambient and warmed conditions (A). Mean taxon- level RGRs of shared growing taxa between ambient and warmed conditions in root- ingrowth (B; Student’s t 
test: t = 2.8, df = 4.05, *P = 0.046) and root- exclusion (C; Student’s t test: t = −4.9, df = 5.41, **P = 0.003) cores. light- colored dots represent ASv- level growth rates across 
all replicates used to calculate means (n = 4 biological replicates) and Ses (points, error bars). Asterisks represent significant differences (n = 4) inferred from two- way 
AnOvA (factors: Warmingambient/+6°c and coreundisturbed/root ingrowth/root exclusion) followed by tukey post hoc tests [(A) *P = 0.022, ***P > 0.001) or inferred from Student’s t 
test [(B) and (c)].
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growth rates of already present populations (Fig.  3C). Instead, the 
higher bacterial community growth (fig. S5, A and B) in warmed soils 
was driven by a doubling of growing taxa (Fig. 3A) as well as a larger 
proportion of the total community being active (Fig.  3B). While 
warming led many bacterial taxa to transition from an inactive to an 
active state, taxa active at higher temperatures were not characterized 
by higher growth rates. Neither did warming accelerate the growth of 
taxa active at both temperatures (fig.  S4B) or give rise to generally 
faster- growing bacteria (fig. S7B). Hence, long- term warming did not 
produce or foster faster- growing bacterial populations but rather 
caused more cells to enter a state of detectable activity.

Because taxon- specific growth rates were indistinguishable be-
tween temperatures, we cannot generally rule out the presence of 
thermal acclimation at the level of individual populations. Thermal 
acclimation can be evoked by direct and indirect factors such as 
physiological acclimation or substrate depletion. Physiological ac-
climation, possibly due to higher cellular maintenance (39) and re-
spiratory costs (26), seems likely for those taxa that were shared 
between warming levels and did not differ in their growth rates. 
Most taxa, however, showed narrow environmental optima and 
were growing at either ambient or warmed conditions. Although 
many additional taxa became active at higher temperatures, they 
grew at average rates indistinguishable from ambient conditions. 
This might have been due to indirect factors such as substrate de-
pletion (8, 9) and larger resource acquisition efforts associated with 
less energy allocated to growth (40, 41). The latter was supported 
by higher potential extracellular enzyme activities involved in 

cellulose and chitin degradation in long- term warmed plots, 
which also points to a reduced availability of substrates. Overall, we 
could show that increases in bacterial community growth can be 
driven by a larger number of growing taxa rather than generally 
faster- growing populations, with the potential for thermal acclima-
tion across several taxa. This highlights that studying individual 
microbial populations can reveal mechanisms of the soil microbi-
ome’s warming response that are masked at the aggregated com-
munity level.

Previous reports of higher relative community growth rates in re-
sponse to long- term warming were inferred by measuring the incor-
poration of 18O into total microbial DNA (8). Hence, these growth 
measurements encompassed several groups of microorganisms but 
mostly bacteria, archaea, and fungi. While we observed the same in-
crease in relative community growth (Fig. 1C), we subsequently fo-
cused on the contribution of bacteria and archaea and, thus, cannot 
make assumptions about shifts in fungal growth rates. Our results 
shed light on the mechanisms of the bacterial warming response to 
long- term warming, allowing us to disentangle community aggregated 
measurements. We cannot rule out that fungi responded differently 
than bacteria and contributed to the rise in microbial community 
growth with higher growth rates. Our proposed mechanism, there-
fore, only applies to the bacterial and archaeal part of the microbial 
community. Nonetheless, we found that microbial community growth 
also increases with the number of growing bacterial taxa (fig. S6A) 
which is expected because bacteria and archaea constitute a large part 
of soil microbial communities.
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Fig. 6. Chitinophagaceae show a higher contribution to the total community’s growth in the presence of roots. heatmap showing the top 15 families based on their 
proportional 18O assimilation across root- ingrowth and root- exclusion cores at ambient (A) and long- term warmed conditions (B). individual boxes represent replicates 
per treatment (n = 4 biological replicates). Proportional 18O assimilation ranges from 0 to 1 and estimates how much a single taxon contributes to the community’s over-
all growth. hence, it can also be considered as the proportion of bacterial growth an ASv is responsible for. it was calculated using recomputed relative abundances of 
only growing taxa (sum: relative abundancesgrowing taxa = 1) and their RGRs. ASvs had to be active in at least two samples if detected as growing in a treatment. Propor-
tional 18O assimilation was then agglomerated at the family level and visualized for the top 15 families. if family identity could not be assigned (nA), then phylum names 
were provided. Bubbles below each replicate box show the cumulative growth summarized over all displayed families. Asterisks "*" (Acidobacteriota nA: P = 0.002,nitro-
somonadaceae: P = 0.044, chitinophagaceae: P = 0.004, Streptomycetaceae: P = 0.016) represent significant differences between root- ingrowth and root- exclusion cores 
agglomerated over both temperature regimes based on Wilcoxon rank tests using false detection rate correction for multiple comparisons (n = 4).
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Many taxa only became active and started growing at higher tem-
peratures. Warming has been reported to increase soil microbiome 
diversity based on amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (42–
45). Optimal growth temperatures of Artic soil microorganisms can 
range between 23° and 34°C (46), which, by far exceeds, regular tem-
perature in high latitude soils. It is possible that the +6°C (ambient, 
10.7°C; warmed, 16.7°C) of soil warming studied in our experiment 
crossed a minimum temperature threshold that enabled many addi-
tional taxa to start growing. Warming- induced losses of nitrogen and 
carbon might have also decreased the competitiveness of taxa adapted 
to more nutrient- rich environments, as hypothesized for plants, al-
lowing for a larger diversity of active bacteria (47). Mean growth rates 
remained comparable to unwarmed conditions though. Findings 
from other warming experiments using qSIP underline that local bio-
geochemical conditions have a strong impact on the microbial re-
sponse to climate change. While 29 years of warming increased the 
mean growth of Tundra soil bacteria by more than 150% (45), 15 years 
of warming along an elevational gradient in Arizona reduced the growth 
of various groups of bacteria by more than 70% (48). The diversity of 
growing taxa in response to warming in these studies either increased 
or remained unchanged. Similar to our results, field warming in the 
Antarctic doubled the number of active taxa (49). This suggests that 
shifts in the number of active bacteria may be a fundamental com-
ponent of the microbial warming response, but the strength of this 
mechanism might differ between ecosystems.

Plant- microbe interactions play an important role in shaping mi-
crobial activities, but how they are affected by warming remains 
largely unknown. Warming of soil and air can increase plant carbon 
inputs and promote microbial activities (50–52). On the other hand, 
it may also deplete available nutrients such as nitrogen and enhance 
competition between plants and soil microorganisms (34). We 
found that plants promoted higher growth rates at ambient temper-
atures, but that this effect was lost with long- term warming, indicat-
ing a shift of plant- microbe interactions from positive to neutral 
(Fig. 5). Root- associated taxa, in particular, showed lower growth 
rates in warmed plots. This response may be explained by warming- 
induced losses in fine- root biomass and production, which were re-
ported from our study site (37, 38), also suggesting a reduction in 
belowground plant carbon allocation (53). Root- associated taxa 
have been found to consume plant- derived carbon and show higher 
potential growth rates than bulk- soil–associated taxa (30, 31). Be-
cause there are indications from the same experimental site that 
plant carbon inputs did not increase but rather decreased with 
warming (37, 38), root- associated taxa may have been unable to 
maintain higher growth rates in warmed plots due to an insufficient 
supply of extra carbon, likely aggravated by a simultaneous rise in 
metabolic and respiratory costs (26, 39). Many bulk- soil–associated 
taxa showed a positive growth response to warming, indicating that 
their growth was rather limited by temperature than substrate avail-
ability. On the other hand, root exclusion could have also reduced 
competition with root- associated taxa or negative interactions with 
larger predatory organisms that could not overcome the small mesh 
size of the root- exclusion cores. Root-  and bulk- soil–associated taxa 
likely differ in their life history traits. Root- associated taxa are 
adapted to extra carbon provided by plants as indicated by higher 
potential growth rates and more genes associated with carbon me-
tabolisms (30, 31). Bulk- soil–associated taxa usually do not have ac-
cess to root exudates and are adapted to a more carbon- limited 
environment and need to invest more into extracellular enzymes for 

soil organic matter decomposition. Hence, indirect warming effects 
driven by shifts in plant- microbe interactions might have had a neg-
ligible impact on the growth rates of bulk- soil–associated taxa. 
Overall, our study provides evidence that in a (Sub)Arctic grassland, 
the direction of plant- microbe interactions shifts from positive to 
neutral because of long- term warming. This also suggests that root 
effects on soil bacteria have become smaller with warming. The 
strength of the observed root effect differed between microbial 
groups, possibly due to differences in their life history strategies, be-
cause bulk- soil–associated taxa were largely unaffected by shifts in 
root- microbe interactions.

Do microbial genera or families show similar response patterns to 
climate change and, if so, could this help us to infer something about 
their traits? These are well- identified yet open questions in climate 
change microbiology. We know that growth rates seem to be to con-
served across taxonomic groups (54). Whether a certain family per-
forms better under warmed conditions remains elusive though. The 
growth rate of a microorganism is the major component of its fitness 
(55), and, by measuring its change across different environmental 
conditions, we may infer something about its adaptations and traits. 
We found that the top 20 taxa, based on their growth and abundance, 
accounted for >30% of the community growth at ambient tempera-
tures. Most of these taxa lost their dominant role with long- term 
warming, while other active taxa became dominant contributors to 
the community’s growth, likely better adapted to the conditions at 
higher temperatures (Fig.  4). Despite strong differences between 
warmed and control soils at the ASV level, few taxa managed to 
persist among the top 18O assimilators (Collimonas, Kitasatospora, 
and Streptacidiphilus) at warmed conditions, suggesting physiological 
plasticity with regard to temperature. It is worth mentioning that 
members of these genera show a wide range of defensive properties 
including the production of various bioactive and antibiotic com-
pounds that might increase their competitiveness at both temperature 
regimes (56–58). Collimonas is also known to be a fungus- eating ge-
nus (56).

The same families accounted for very similar proportions of bacte-
rial growth (>60%) at both temperature regimes (fig. S3). Hence, we 
could not identify any family, except the Xanthobacteraceae, as par-
ticularly warming responsive. However, many ASVs and several gen-
era within these families showed a clear warming response. This 
suggests that the temperature niche of several bacterial families was 
rather broad, whereas the niche of the individual taxa within these 
families was considerably smaller.

Root effects were only visible when examining the actively grow-
ing community, highlighting the importance of using activity- based 
techniques such as qSIP to be able to capture indirect warming effects 
mediated by plants. Despite strong taxon- specific response patterns, 
which could be used to categorize ASVs into root-  and bulk- 
soil–associated taxa, broad genus-  or family- specific trends were 
scarce. Nevertheless, one family, the Chitinophagaceae, consistently 
performed better when roots were present, even at both temperature 
regimes. This indicates that several members of the Chitinophagaceae 
might be root beneficiaries. Members of this family have been identi-
fied from root microbiomes before (59–61) and potentially protect 
plants against pathogens such as fungi, harboring enzymes such as 
chitinases that are involved in fungal cell wall degradation (62–64). 
Chitinophagaceae may also decompose cellulose and could have ben-
efited from the root turnover in the root- ingrowth cores (65). We de-
tected higher exochitinase and exoglucanase (the latter being involved 
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in cellulose degradation) activities in root- ingrowth cores where 
Chitinophagaceae accounted for a substantial part of the bacterial 
community growth.

In this study, we demonstrate that more than 50 years of soil 
warming persistently increased microbial growth at the community 
level. While this has previously been shown and assumed to be driven 
by generally faster- growing taxa, we found this response, at least for 
bacteria, to be caused by a larger body of distinct active taxa, growing 
at rates indistinguishable from ambient temperatures. This suggests 
an alternative mechanism behind the warming- induced increase in 
relative community growth that cannot rule out thermal acclimation 
at the level of individual bacterial populations. This pattern, i.e., shifts 
in the number, diversity, and identity of growing taxa, rather than 
shifts in their individual growth rates might be a central mechanism 
behind changes in bacterial activity due to environmental change. 
While there exists supporting evidence from a drought study in a 
montane grassland (29), future studies need to examine whether this 
is generalizable across ecosystems and disturbances. If yes, then this 
might add an additional layer of complexity to predicting the micro-
bial warming response, especially in microbial- explicit models. Taxa 
becoming active under warmed conditions may be functionally dif-
ferent from those active at ambient temperatures including their in-
teractions. If accelerated microbial activities are not driven by the 
same active community, only working at faster rates, but by a larger 
active community with a different composition, then a more complex 
equation may be necessary to model the microbial warming response. 
Roots also played an important role in shaping bacterial activity, 
promoting higher growth rates of associated taxa at ambient tempera-
tures, but not anymore after long- term warming. For putative root–
associated taxa, indirect warming effects mediated by shifts in 
root- microbe interactions appeared to be even stronger than direct 
warming effects. The soil microbiome has often remained a black box 
regarding its response to climate change, complicating its incorpora-
tion into climate models. Our findings shed light on the range of mi-
crobial mechanisms underlying the warming response of the soil 
microbiome, helping to improve our understanding of the fate of soil 
carbon in a warmer climate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site, experimental setup, and sample collection
We conducted our study in the frame of the ForHot natural 
warming experiment located in southern Iceland (64°00'01"N, 
21°11'09"W) (66). The ForHot experiment consists of naturally 
warmed grasslands where a soil temperature gradient established 
due to geothermal activity. Soil temperatures range from ambient 
conditions (mean annual soil temperature at 10- cm depth, 6.3° ± 0.3°C; 
means ± SD) to +20°C of warming. The grassland sites differ in 
their warming history. Soils for this study were sampled from 
four neighboring fenced transects (fig.  S1) located in a long- 
term warmed valley. The grassland at this site experienced sus-
tained soil warming for >50 years but probably since 1706 (66). 
The distance between ambient and warmed (+6°C) plots was 
24.8  ±  7.2 m (means  ±  SD). Dominant grassland species were 
Agrostis capillaris, Ranunculus acris, and Equisetum pratense that 
established over Brown Andosols of approximately pH 5.7 (8). 
The mean annual air temperature and mean annual precipitation 
recorded at the closest synoptic station were 5.2°C and 1457 mm, 
respectively.

In October 2019, we installed stainless steel root- ingrowth (mesh 
size, 1 mm) and root- exclusion (mesh size, 30 μm) cores adjacent to 
each other along the four temperature gradients that were located 
next to each other (Fig. 1A). Soil was extracted and transferred into 
cores (cylindrical meshed compartment; length, 10 cm; diameter, 
3.5 cm) in the field after the manual removal of roots and stones. 
Root- exclusion cores likely also prevented the entry of soil fauna 
>30 μm, including predators such as larger nematodes and protists, 
while fungi had unhindered access to both core types. Cores were re-
tracted after 10 months of in situ incubation at peak vegetation season 
in August 2020. Along with the preinstalled cores, fresh soil samples 
(undisturbed soil cores) were collected from the top 10 cm in an area 
adjacent to the permanently monitored warming plots where metal 
cores were installed (Fig. 1A). These samples were taken to assess the 
warming effect on the soil microbiome without previous disturbance. 
For qSIP, we focused on plots along the gradients that experienced on 
average + 6°C (n = 4) of warming and their corresponding controls at 
ambient temperatures (n  =  4). Overall, this resulted in 24 samples 
comprising material from two warming levels and three core types 
(undisturbed, root ingrowth, and root exclusion). Although warming 
intensities have been reported stable over time (66), they were subject 
to variation due to fluctuations in geothermal activity. During labora-
tory incubations, we maintained the previously confirmed tempera-
ture difference of +6°C (8) between ambient and selected warmed 
sites. On the basis of temperature measurements from control plots 
during field sampling, laboratory incubations were performed at 10.7° 
and 16.7°C, respectively.

Total and microbial carbon and nitrogen pools
Four days after sampling and storage at 4°C, soil was passed through 
a 2- mm sieve. Soil water content was determined gravimetrically by 
drying 2 g of fresh soil at 105°C for 24 hours. We analyzed microbial 
biomass carbon and microbial biomass nitrogen via the chloroform- 
fumigation extraction method (67). One soil subsample (2 g) was 
chloroform- fumigated for 48 hours before extraction in 15 ml of 1 M 
KCl solution, whereas another subsample was extracted immediately. 
After KCl addition, samples were shaken for 30 minutes, filtered 
through ash- free filters, and stored at −20°C. We analyzed both sub- 
subsets for extractable organic carbon (EOC) and extractable organic 
nitrogen (EON) on a TOC/N Analyzer (TOC-  VCPH/CPNT- NM- 1, 
Shimadzu, Japan). Microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen were then 
calculated as the difference between fumigated and non- fumigated 
subsamples using an extraction coefficient of 0.45 (67). Total carbon 
and nitrogen contents were determined from dried, weighed, and 
finely ground soil aliquots by elemental analyzer–isotope ratio mass 
spectrometry (EA- IRMS; EA 1110, CE Instruments, Milan, Italy; 
coupled to a Finnigan MAT Delta Plus IRMS; Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA, USA).

Potential extracellular enzyme activities
We measured the potential activities of four extracellular enzymes re-
lated to the degradation of cellulose, chitin, proteins, and organic 
phosphorus using a modified fluorometric method (68) (table S2). In 
short, 50 ml sodium acetate buffer (50 mM, pH 5.8) was added to 1 g 
of sieved soil and ultrasonicated at approximately 350 J. Fluorogenic 
methylumbelliferyl (MUF) substrates were used to measure enzymat-
ic cleavage of all enzymes except for protease assays which required an 
aminomethylcoumarin (AMC) substrate. We prepared one standard 
row and four analytical replicates for each sample in a black microtiter 
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plate by combining 200 μl of mixed sample and 50 μl fluorogenic sub-
strate. Plates were incubated in the dark at room temperature and 
fluorescence was measured after 10, 60, and 100 min at an excitation 
wavelength of 365 nm and an emission wavelength of 450 nm (Tecan 
Infinite M200 fluorimeter, Werfen, Austria). The increase in fluores-
cence over time was then used to calculate potential enzyme activities.

Quantitative stable isotope probing via 18O water 
vapor equilibration
Before vapor- qSIP incubations, soil samples were kept at field tem-
peratures for 2 days (10.7° and 16.7°C) to allow microbial communi-
ties to acclimate after transportation and storage. Samples for qSIP 
were incubated with 18O- enriched water and water at natural abun-
dance using the 18O water vapor equilibration method (69). In vivo 
18O water vapor equilibration avoids changes in soil water content by 
letting labeled water redistribute into the soil pore space from a spa-
tially separated source in a closed system. By using this method, we 
could maintain the original moisture of our soil samples while avoid-
ing air- drying and rewetting, potentially masking in  situ activities 
(69). Soil samples were sieved to remove rocks, roots, and plant litter. 
They were weighed in 1.2- ml (~500 mg) cryovials before placing them 
into 27- ml glass headspace vials. We applied 500 μl of heavy water [97 
atomic % (at %)] to the bottom of each headspace vial, which was 
calculated using the initial soil water content and the target soil water 
enrichment of ~70 at % 18O. The volumetric water content was 
36 ±  4% (means ±  SD) in warmed and 41 ±  3% in ambient soils. 
Headspace vials were closed air- tight with rubber septa after water 
application and incubated at ambient temperatures and at +6°C above 
(ambient, 10.7°C; warmed, 16.7°C) for 5 days. To monitor the 18O en-
richment of the soil water over time, we prepared an additional 18O- 
calibration setup for each temperature level using soil samples from 
one transect. These calibration samples were harvested after 3, 6, and 
48 hours to collect the remains of liquid water at the bottom of the 
headspace vials. At the end of the 5- day incubation period, the same 
procedure was performed for all other 18O labeled samples. Water 
samples were analyzed for their 18O enrichment through equilibra-
tion of 18O in H2O with CO2 by a Gasbench II headspace sampler 
connected to a Delta V Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). These served as a proxy for 18O enrich-
ment of soil water over time. We used them to calculate the average 
18O enrichment over the course of incubation by fitting a negative 
exponential function and determining its integral according to 
Canarini et al. (69). Our samples approached the target enrichment 
(70 at % 18O) after 48 hours (fig. S12) but did not fully reach it. Hence, 
the average soil water enrichment over the 5- day incubations was 32 
to 37 at % per sample.

After incubation, soil aliquots were flash- frozen and stored at 
−80°C. Following manufacturer’s instructions, we isolated DNA from 
soils using the FastDNA SPIN Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals). DNA 
concentrations were quantified fluorometrically using the PicoGreen 
Assay (Quant- iTTM PicoGreen dsDNA Reagent, Life Technologies) 
on a TECAN Infinite 200 PRO plate reader. To determine at % excess 
18O (APE 18O) of our DNA extracts, we analyzed their 18O isotopic 
composition on a thermochemical elemental analyzer (TC/EA, Ther-
mo Fisher Scientific) coupled via a Conflo III open split system (Ther-
mo Fisher Scientific) to an IRMS (Delta V Advantage, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). DNA extracts were separated on the basis of their density 
to detect underlying patterns in 18O isotope incorporation by 
ultracentrifugation in a cesium chloride density gradient (28). 

We loaded 2 μg of DNA into a 4.7- ml OptiSeal ultracentrifuge tube 
(Beckman Coulter) with ~4 ml of saturated CsCl solution and gradi-
ent buffer (100 mM tris, 100 mM KCl, and 1 mM EDTA). Two repli-
cates from the root- exclusion core experiment incubated at elevated 
temperatures showed lower DNA yields. Hence, only 750 ng of DNA 
could be loaded into the ultracentrifuge tubes. For comparability rea-
sons and downstream calculations, this was considered by multiply-
ing DNA and 16S rRNA gene copies by a correction factor of 2.67. 
DNA samples were spun in a Beckman Optima ultracentrifuge using 
a Beckman VTi 90 rotor (50,000 rpm at 20°C) for 72 hours. We man-
ually collected 24 fractions of 250 μl after puncturing the tubes with a 
cannula (Braun Sterican, 0.9 mm by 25 mm), while mineral oil served 
as a displacement medium. During fractionation, tubes were secured 
with a three- prong clamp attached to a retort stand. We measured the 
density of each fraction with a Krüss DR301- 95 digital refractometer. 
DNA was purified from the CsCl solution by glycogen- aided isopro-
panol precipitation, resuspended in 50 μl of nuclease- free water, and 
quantified by PicoGreen fluorescence (see above).

Sequencing was performed (15 to 16 fractions per sample) at the 
Joint Microbiome Facility of the Medical University of Vienna and the 
University of Vienna (JMF project ID: JMF- 2107- 05). Fractions were 
selected on the basis of DNA content excluding those without detect-
able DNA. A two- step barcoding approach was used to generate am-
plicon libraries of archaeal and bacterial communities using Illumina 
MiSeq (V3 Kit) in the 2× 300–base pair configuration (70). Primer 
sequences (515F- 806R) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ampli-
fication protocols (30 cycles) were used as specified by the Earth Mi-
crobiome Project (71) standard protocols (https://earthmicrobiome.
org/protocols- and- standards/16s/). We used the following cycling 
conditions: initial denaturation at 94°C for 4 min, seven cycles of 94°C 
for 30 s, 52°C for 30 s, 72°C for 60 s, and final elongation at 72°C for 
7 min (70). Amplicon pools were extracted from the raw sequencing 
data using the FASTQ workflow in BaseSpace (Illumina) with default 
parameters. Demultiplexing was performed with the python package 
demultiplex (Laros JFJ, github.com/jfjlaros/demultiplex) allowing one 
mismatch for barcodes and two mismatches for linkers and primers 
(70). ASVs were inferred using the DADA2 R package (72) applying 
the recommended workflow. FASTQ reads 1 and 2 were trimmed at 
220 and 150 nt with allowed expected errors of 2 and 2, respectively. 
ASV sequences were subsequently classified using DADA2 and the 
SILVA database SSU Ref NR 99 release 138.1 (73, 74) using a confi-
dence threshold of 0.5. Datasets were deposited in the National Cen-
ter for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive 
under BioProject accession number PRJNA1013152.

We measured the concentration of total 16S rRNA gene copies per 
fraction on the Bio- Rad QX200 digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) system 
using the same primers used for sequencing but without adapters. In-
dividual PCR reactions comprised the following components: 11 μl of 
1× EvaGreen Droplet Generation Mix (Bio- Rad), 0.2 μl of forward 
primer (10 μM), 0.2 μl of reverse primer (10 μM), 8.6 μl of nuclease- 
free water, and 2 μl of diluted DNA template. Before ddPCR quantifi-
cation, DNA samples were diluted to 0.05 ng/μl as 0.1 ng of total DNA 
per reaction was found optimal for the separation of negative and 
positive droplets. The following cycling conditions were used for 
ddPCR: 95°C for 5 min, five cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 57°C for 2.5 min 
(−1°C each step), followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 52°C for 
2.5 min, followed by 4°C for 5 min, and 90°C for 5 min. Droplets were 
stored at 4°C for a least 1 hour before reading. We used QuantaSoft 
software (Bio- Rad) to calculate 16S rRNA gene copies.
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Microbial community growth
We used the 18O enrichment of our DNA samples before ultracentri-
fugation together with the estimates of microbial biomass carbon 
(Cmic) and the DNA content to calculate microbial community 
growth, including other microorganisms such as fungi, as described 
before (8, 20, 75). In short, we determined DNA production (DNAproduced) 
using the difference in 18O abundance between labeled and natural 
abundance samples using a factor of 31.21 [proportional mass of O 
(%) in an average DNA molecule]. Microbial community growth (G, 
expressed as μg carbon per hour per gram of dry soil) was then calcu-
lated by multiplying DNA production with the quotient of microbial 
biomass carbon and DNA content [G = DNA produced * (Cmic/Total 
DNA)]. We determined microbial community growth per unit of mi-
crobial biomass (Gm, relative community growth or mass- specific 
growth, expressed as micrograms of carbon per hour per gram of mi-
crobial biomass carbon) using Gm = G/Cmic.

qSIP and statistical analyses
All analyses were performed in R 4.1.1 (76). Amplicon sequencing 
data was manipulated using the phyloseq package (77). We removed 
ASVs without taxonomic assignment at the phylum level or classified 
eukaryotes, mitochondria, or chloroplasts (2553 ASVs). In addition, 
we removed contaminant ASVs identified by decontam 1.6.0 (78) 
using the prevalence method and a threshold setting of 0.01. Negative 
controls from DNA extraction and dilution steps served as input data 
(number of negative controls = 6). Only samples with >2000 reads 
were retained for further analyses. After filtering, we yielded a feature 
table with 19,092 ASVs and 10,139,236 reads.

We determined weighted average densities (WADs) at the sample 
level, as explained by Hungate et al. (28). Previous reports suggest that 
variations in CsCl gradients between independent ultracentrifugation 
runs affect WAD estimates (54, 79). Thus, we used direct IRMS mea-
surements of the 18O composition of our unfractionated DNA to cali-
brate WADs as described by Papp et  al. (80). The calibration was 
based on a previously described (28) relationship between density and 
APE18O of DNA: expected WAD = 0.0644 * APE18O of DNA + 1.6946. 
The intercept represents the density of Escherichia coli DNA at natural 
abundance. Because density measurements can vary considerably be-
tween labs, we replaced this term with the density estimates of our 
unlabeled control samples. A correction factor was determined by 
subtracting the measured WADs from the expected WADs and then 
applied to the measured WADs. One sample pair (control, labeled) 
from the root- ingrowth treatment at ambient temperatures was spun 
in a slightly less concentrated CsCl gradient, resulting in overall lower 
WADs. To account for this, we calculated the mean offset in WAD 
from the control samples of the remaining replicates of the same treat-
ment and added it to the density estimates.

Taxon- specific 18O enrichment (APE 18O), a proxy for microbial 
growth, was determined on the basis of the relationships between 18O 
incorporation, DNA density, Guanin, Cytosin (GC) content, and DNA 
molecular weight as described in Hungate et al. (28). We used pub-
licly available code to perform qSIP calculations [https://bitbucket.
org/QuantitativeSIP/qsip_repo, https://github.com/bramstone/qsip, 
and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8109566; (29)]. A presence- 
absence filtering step was applied before qSIP analysis to exclude in-
frequent taxa (14). Taxa had to occur in at least four fractions and two 
replicates per treatment, yielding 7601 ASVs and accounting for 85% 
of all sequence reads. We calculated taxon- specific APE 18O values, 
first, at the treatment level by bootstrap resampling of replicates and, 

second, at the replicate level without bootstrap resampling. Bootstrap 
testing allowed us to estimate whether taxon- specific density shifts via 
18O incorporation were consistent across replicates, resulting in a 
single enrichment value (bootstrap mean or median) for each taxon 
(28). To also harness growth variations between replicates, we merged 
both approaches by first identifying consistently growing taxa at the 
treatment level using bootstrap resampling and then determining 
their individual growth rates at the replicate level. Hence, we consid-
ered a taxon to be actively growing if its bootstrapped and non- 
bootstrapped APE 18O values were >  0. Taxon- level RGRs per day 
were calculated as follows assuming linear growth: RGR  =  AFE 
18Otaxon/(Average AFE 18Osoil water * days of incubation) (48, 81). For 
this, APE 18O percent values were converted into decimals also called 
18O atom fraction excess (AFE 18O) and commonly used in qSIP 
studies.

Absolute abundances (16S rRNA gene copies per ASV per g of dry 
soil) were calculated for each ASV individually by multiplying their 
sequencing- inferred relative abundances by the total amount of 16S 
rRNA gene copies of each fraction before summing over all fractions 
of a sample. To determine the size, or percentage, of the actively grow-
ing community, we summed the absolute abundances of all growing 
taxa and divided it by the sum of the absolute abundances of all taxa. 
Before summing the absolute abundances of the growing taxa, we 
multiplied them by their AFE 18O values. By doing so, we aimed to 
estimate how many 16S rRNA gene copies were labeled within the 
population of a growing taxon (= size of growing subpopulation). We 
accounted for this because qSIP targets populations and not cells, and 
it is possible that only a subfraction of a taxon’s population was grow-
ing. By multiplying the absolute abundance of a growing taxon by its 
AFE 18O, we assumed that the enrichment of a taxon represents its 
abundance of fully labeled 16S rRNA gene copies. Although this is a 
conservative approach because there are probably also partially la-
beled 16S rRNA gene copies, it avoids overestimating the size of the 
growing community.

Because microbial community growth estimates (G and Gm), as 
described above, inherently included other microorganisms such as 
fungi, we additionally calculated the total rates and RGRs of the bacte-
rial community. Total bacterial growth, expressed as the amount of 
produced 16S rRNA gene copies per gram of dry soil per day, was 
determined by summing the total growth across all growing taxa per 
day (∑ RGRASV * 16S rRNA gene copies per gram dry soilASV) (49). 
Relative bacterial community growth was then calculated by dividing 
total growth by the size of the total bacterial community (16S rRNA 
gene copies per gram of dry soil).

We compared the effects of long- term warming on carbon and ni-
trogen pools (total and microbial), 16S rRNA gene copies, and soil 
moisture using two- sided Student’s t tests when testing for overarch-
ing effects or two- way ANOVA (factors: Warmingambient/+6°C and 
Coreundisturbed/root ingrowth/root exclusion). When parametric testing was 
performed, we examined whether normality (Shapiro- Wilk test) and 
homoscedasticity (Levene’s test) requirements were fulfilled and ap-
plied log transformation if necessary. To focus on the impact of root 
presence on extracellular enzyme activities including its interaction 
with warming, we used two- way ANOVA but excluded the undis-
turbed cores.

To assess community shifts of the total and active community 
(subset based on growth), we computed Euclidean distances based on 
ASV absolute abundances followed by two- way PERMANOVA tests 
with the “adonis” function (82). Absolute abundances were summed 
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over all fractions per sample (only labeled) and, according to a re-
cently introduced quantitative sequencing framework (83), centered 
log- transformed before performing a PCA.

We compared RGRs, ASV richness, total bacterial growth, relative 
bacterial community growth, and active population sizes across treat-
ments using two- way ANOVA (factors: Warmingambient/+6°C and 
Coreundisturbed/root ingrowth/root exclusion) followed by Tukey post hoc tests. 
To avoid pseudo- replication (multiple taxon- specific growth esti-
mates per sample), we calculated mean RGRs for each sample before 
testing. For pairwise comparisons of RGRs of taxa shared between 
warming levels, we used two- sided Student’s t tests. In addition, we 
used three- way ANOVA (factors: Warmingambient/+6°C, Coreroot in-

growth/root exclusion, and Experimentundisturbed cores,in situ cores) to compare 
mean RGRs of taxa that were active in either distinct or multiple treat-
ments (exclusive shared) to infer whether taxa associated with warm-
ing or root presence show different response levels.

We calculated how the number of growing taxa within major phy-
la and families shifted with long- term warming in the undisturbed 
cores as an indicator of their taxonomic response. We tested for sig-
nificant shifts using separate nonparametric Kruskal- Wallis rank sum 
tests and corrected for multiple comparisons using false detection 
rate. Shifts in the number of growing taxa were visualized across fam-
ilies and phyla using relative changes between ambient and warmed 
conditions (0 = no change and 1 = increase by 100%). Relative chang-
es were calculated using the following equation: (Growing ASV 
richnessWarmed/Mean growing ASV richnessAmbient) −1.

Although some taxa might be growing faster than others, their 
contribution to the overall community- level growth will also depend 
on their abundance. Therefore, we estimated proportional 18O as-
similation, or proportion of growth, for each growing ASV by recal-
culating their relative abundances (sum of relative abundances of 
growing taxa = 1) and multiplying them by their RGR. These weight-
ed enrichment values were then divided by their sum, producing a 
proportional 18O assimilation value ranging between 0 and 1. We 
ranked ASVs that were growing in at least two replicates on the basis 
of their proportional 18O assimilation to identify the top 15 18O- 
assimilating taxa per sample, the top 15 18O- assimilating families per 
treatment, and how many taxa accounted for 50% of the total com-
munity’s growth. We visualized changes in proportional 18O assimila-
tion with heatmaps using functions from the ampvis2 package (84). 
To test for significant differences in proportional 18O assimilation be-
tween warming levels or root- ingrowth and root- exclusion cores at 
the family level, we used pairwise Wilcoxon signed- rank tests using 
false detection rate correction for multiple comparisons.

Supplementary Materials
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